This article describes the problematic area of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). This device can be used to communicate with corporate IS and other devices, calculation of localisation, mapping of new places which covered with Wi-Fi technology and many others purposes. Nowadays, trends in the solution of driving and maintenance describe precise localisation. The fundamental error of GPS while using it inside buildings is enormous, and for this reason, we were trying to use infrastructure based on 802.11 a / b / g / n. It takes a focus on the part of measuring of signals and the ability of Wi-Fi signals processing. A limiting factor for this solution might be an environment with a weak or null signal and situations with a smaller amount of beacons. The primary aim of this article is providing an introduction to the problem of use drones and describe collected data for future use.
INTRODUCTION
When we use UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) as an extended eye for a dangerous area, then we need some support system to make decisions. The operator of a tele-operated device has many problems with changing an environment. It is a problem especially when we talk about movement inside of buildings (Yayla, 2017) . For this purpose, a device must be tele-operated by more than one person or the device must be controlled by a collection of algorithms for semi-autonomous function which need to be implemented.
The use of autonomous concepts, in this case, is the only choice. Especially, when we think of an in-house application like a final type of building, warehouse or hazardous area (MA, 2017; Sato, 2017) . There may be constraints for interaction between a human operator and an environment (Schenker, 1990) . From this point of view, the automatisation can reduce the cost of final implementation. Using this concept in bussiness environment is mostly provided by specialised applications (Hegeir, 2017) . Firstly, it is essential to solve situations when the device is on a collision trajectory. In this case a fast solution for safety distance or stable state is needed (Wild, 2016) .
The law prohibits the use of a autonomous drone in an open space with a focus on general safety and the privacy of individuals. The Czech Republic has a legislative framework described by CR 49 / 1997. It is evident that the law rules have constraints, because they were published in the year 1997. It does not reflect on the growing field of research and usage of such devices in the future. Many companies are experimenting with autonomous functions in logistics (Amazon Prime Air) Pašková, 2015; Petříková, 2016) . Except for the law change, we can wait for constraints of public operation (The Czech Law 49 / 1997, sb.) .
The application of flying drone can be partly tele-operated and we can accept some free implemented function for a critical situation or fully automated service. The human factor is necessary because of responsibility. We can choose application by place of deployment (mapping and record of an environment, recognize of object, use to the max height of surroundings building, etc.). In all cases, we can expect the use of well-known constraints of an environment which can be described by the model (map of the environment, description of an object, an effect of space), then we can tag implementation of an abstract layer as a simplification. A solution can consist of fully automated tasks of the drone in 3D space, requirements for movement and the ability of adaptation for a new situation taken by a camera sensor or different type of device sensor (Statt, 2018) .
When we work with drone in-house, we have to keep in mind the constraints of local environment. For example, position of walls, windows, doors etc. In case of an environment where interaction with employees is expected, we must create rules for the behaviour and safety tools which help to raise the security. Take a limit for free objects, people, animals etc. (Lawson, 2018) .
Nowadays, we can meet this technology in construction, where it is comparing progress with plan and mapping aspects of safety in the workplace (Irrizary, 2012) . Usage of drone devices in public space is discussed and analysed for general confidence of this technology. We can describe several accidents when drones were recording sports competitions and public shows.
It is critical when the hobby device is controlled near the no-flight zones, which are defined around airports, army areas, nuclear power plants, etc. (Forrest, 2015) . In an exceptional situation, it is a problem of users, which can be constrained by the legislative framework.
As mentioned above, pre-defined environment strongly decreases computation performance, therefore deploying fully automated device (drone) can be helpful. Many people have ideas how to implement a corporate application for a public area. The ideas have constraints in the law and technology. On the other side, deploying fully autonomous solution has many unsolved issues in the field of behaviour and responsibility. Who is responsible for an accident? Company or software engineer? (Drones: Autonomous or automated ?, 2017; law ČR 49 / 1997, sb.) Before building a device, many issues should be considered, such as battery pack, sensors, cameras, propellers, engines, materials of frame, design of the device and others. (Flynt, 2017; Winkler, 2016; Unmannedtech, 2015) The count of sensors has impact on used algorithms (map of environment, optimisation of flight trajectory etc.). The necessary criterium is: who will process the data? The device or remote computer? When we choose the latter, then we can think about a connection to an information system. There is a possibility to provide information for group of drones coordination (Ozirkovskyy, 2016) .
From above mentioned requirements, many types of competitions simulating problems of nowadays arise and with them their rules (Clifford, 2017; Hambling, 2018) .
The solved problems also includes the area of computer vision with methods and algorithms for image processing (Lysek et al., 2012; Minarik et al., 2008; Skorpil et al., 2009) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For business, it is essential to find factors that determine the successful localisation inside of buildings and define movements in them. Many authors focus on determination of these factors for example Yang (2017) , Hayajneh (2016) , Kotaru (2018) , Serrano et al. (2014) , Liu et al. (2014 ) Da Costa Botelho et al. (2009 and many others. It is possible to distinguish three primary aspects of localisation without using GPS: 1) beacons, markups, landmarks, specific environment 2) computer vision 3) measurement of physical values 4) combination of previous methods Each of these approaches allows usage of remote computation power and assimilation of autonomous functions into the corporate information system. For this configuration, it is necessary to create a connector and determine character of transmitted data between device modules and IS (Information System).
Wang's (2010) article describes advanced localisation and identification in warehouse unit through RFID technology (Radio Frequency Identification). When we complement computer vision with data read from crate ticket and use SLAM algorithms (Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping), then we can create low-cost checker of supplies and security employee in one device.
An idea how to do it in-house is by using WI-FI technology. As described in Fig. 1 . every corporate object has its own wireless network. In this case, we need to identify overlaps (Fig. 1, Ch 44) . Well-designed infrastructure has high availability and we can use triangulation method over it as a whole. An ideal example is a wireless signal as a sphere with transmitter as the centre. There two types of transmitters. One has transmitting power at constant level, the other type changes the power level on distance basis.
Many specialised software like Ekahau can validate this idea and we can get results like in Fig. 2 . from raw data gathered via network wireless card. In Linux-like systems, we can write "$iwlist [network interface] scan". The output of this program is complete information about available Wi-Fi. For custom localisation, we need at least three beacons, but more is better.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we can have blind space. In this case and when offline, we must trust other methods like vision odometry and distance measurement.
In Fig. 3 a) we can see the model of the described situation. We have the position of the transmitter and altitude of the device. From this example, we calculate right corner triangle. The problem is that [7, 1] 6: Signal deviation in cell [7, 1] 7: Data for single AP on first floor of building Q the result is only one-dimensional value (point of a circle). For this reason, it is necessary to have three transmitters. From three transmitters we can calculate two points (Fig. 3 b) . One of them we can dismiss, because of probabilistic math used with continuous trajectory.
3: Explained idea for communication and localisation

4: Dataset for building Q, Mendel university in Brno (first floor)
5: Signal Level of AP's in cell
The dataset is taken from Master's degree thesis Approximation of a mobile device position using known network of Wi-Fi access-points.
RESULTS
The blind map in Fig. 4 was taken from university webserver and is overlayed with data from the thesis mentioned above (green dots). The red dots indicate position of transmitters. Rectangles in the map (squares in the real map resolution) are 3 by 3 meters areas.
In other ways, the device can be coordinated by the central server and do its job faster together with other devices. It is essential to keep in mind the idea of methods fusing data from sensors like camera, distance measurement and localisation module.
As shown in Fig. 5 , there are 35 samples measured for every cell (rectangle 3 by 3) of the dataset. The graph indicates that the power level is mostly linear and the assumption, that the transmitters are of the type with dynamic transmitting power, can be made.
In a case when we have a weak area of Wi-Fi signal, then we can rely on an algorithm of computer vision or localise from another source, or return to last known position and recalculate path by graph algorithm.
The Fig. 6 shows signal deviation for a single cell. The following signal processing usage procedure can be deduced it and also the creation of bit-word for each area. Thusly defined areas can then be filtered by classification algorithms. Fig. 7 shows area coverage by single AP which is placed in building Q. It is obvious that there are significant overlaps and they will help codify bit-words for higher logic of localisation. The measured data display high deviation in marginal areas. This way we can filter out misleading data from the transmitter.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Same as Wang (2010) (Estimote Inc.) needs to connect to a beacon. It is wrong idea because you lose approximately three seconds for searching, reconnecting and localisation. On the other hand, Wi-Fi technology transmits a signal continuously and the data can be read from the operating system. Noised environment creates a need to implement a filter and method for comparative data reading. This only works for transmitters with variable power level.
Without filtering and machine learning approach we can create a crude algorithm based on the bitmap of Wi-Fi signals. That can be great for an approximate position like as "north-east" part of a building (expected raw data from Fig. 5 ). This method is weak for precise localisation and classifies the methods without data post-processing into the group of support algorithm. That can be interesting when we check the presence of a person in a place like as an office, laboratory, classroom and others places.
We use Parrot ARdrone like many authors (Santana, 2016; Arokiasami, 2016; etc.) and Raspberry Pi extension. It is connected to the router and is processing low-level logic. Other authors send the data over a network to the central server and calculate all data on the server. When they lose the Wi-Fi signal, they can then expect undefined behaviour. The solution has hypothetic network setup requirements for radius authentication on the controller like eduroam. In this case, we don't lose network connection and continue on the job. This only works for transmitters with constant power level.
The Wi-Fi localisation has an advantage because we can use many different kinds of devices like smartphones or notebooks for another job.
